
 
 

CONFERENCE PROGRAMME 
 
 

09.00 – Registration / Exhibition Opens 
 
 

09.30 - 09.45 
 

Welcome to the Eastern Education & Academies Show 

Keynote Theatre 

 
09.45 – 10.30 – Opening Keynote 
 

An Evidence-based Approach to World-Class Education 
Guest Speaker: David Laws, Executive Chairman, Education Policy Institute 
Keynote Theatre 
 
In our opening keynote session, the inspirational David Laws explains why he believes government needs to 
apply more hard evidence (and less ideology) when making key decisions about the future of education in 
the UK. 
Using rigorous research and a huge repository of data, David and the Education Policy Institute are 
developing a clear and detailed vision of how a world-class educational environment should function if we 
want to deliver the best possible outcomes for young people of all backgrounds. 
 
 

10.50 - 11.50 - Choose ONE from three concurrent workshops: 

 

Workshop 1A) Ofsted Update 
Paul Brooker, Her Majesty’s Inspector (HMI), Ofsted 
Keynote Theatre 11.10-11.50 
 

This presentation will provide key insights into the current priorities for schools in the East of England and 
what Ofsted is doing, through inspection, to support improvement. Ofsted’s regional inspector Paul 
Brooker will also explain recent developments in the inspectorate and the impact they have had on 
Ofsted’s work. 
 

Workshop 1B) High Challenge, Low Threat – Doing Difficult Stuff! 
Mary Myatt, Education Adviser, Writer and Speaker 
Workshop Room 1 11.00-11.40 
 

We are a challenge seeking species. We like doing things that are difficult as long as there is no-one 
making us feel like a muppet! This session will explore how to get the conditions right so that we are able 
to do our best work, inside and outside the classroom. 
 

Workshop 1C) STEPS – Manage Complex or Challenging Behaviour 
TBC 
Workshop Room 2 10.50-11.30 
 

TBC 
 
  

12.00 - 13.00 - Choose ONE from three concurrent workshops: 
 

Workshop 2A) Social Intelligence – Communication Up, Down and Sideways 
Christopher Barrat, Director, Greystone Partnership 
Keynote Theatre 12.20-13.00 
 



In this talk Christopher will explore the real world of leadership and communication. Social changes in the 
way we interact have pervaded all walks of life – the skills needed in business or institutions or academia 
are now more similar than ever. Despite whatever organisational structure you have, the real-deal of 
effective communication relies far more on non-hierarchy influence and the skill to engage people into 
action rather than directing them. In this insightful, informative and amusing keynote you will be given a 
chance to see what these skills are, and how you can deploy them to engage and inspire your organisation. 
 

Workshop 2B) How to Evidence Ofsted’s New Curriculum Requirements 
Nicola Marriott, Schools Consultant, Cornerstones Education 
Workshop Room 1 12.10-12.50 
 

In line with proposed changes to the new Inspection Framework (Ofsted), schools will be expected to 
evidence a clear curriculum structure and an understanding of what children should be learning at each 
stage. This workshop will demonstrate how to stay one step ahead of the predicted requirements by 
building a secure curriculum structure with the help of the Cornerstones pedagogy and designing a broad 
and balanced curriculum using Cornerstones' Imaginative Learning Projects. 
 

Workshop 2C) Deal or no deal – how to successfully grow your Academy Trust 
Julia Dolan, CEO, Schools’ Choice 
Workshop Room 2 12.00-12.40 
 

This session will draw on our experience of supporting over a hundred schools with academy conversion. It 
will look at the key areas requiring attention, let delegates know of the pitfalls to avoid and remind 
delegates of the importance of investing time in the planning and preparation. 
 
 
 

12.40 - 13.30 – Lunch & Networking 
Length of break subject to individuals’ chosen sessions 
 

  

13.30 - 14.30 – Choose ONE from three concurrent Workshops: 
 

Workshop 3A) The Journey of REAch2 Academy Trust 
Sir Steve Lancashire, CEO, REAch2 Academy Trust 
Keynote Theatre 13.50-14.30 
 
A workshop covering Reach2’s journey bringing together the Schools in the Academy and Sir Steve’s 
thoughts on how Multi Academy Trust's can improve educational performance in the years ahead. 
 

Workshop 3B) Developing Financial Expertise in Education 
Matthew Adams, Training Manager and Lynden Pedley, Training Officer, Educator Solutions 
Workshop Room 2 13.40-14.20 
 
TBC 
 

Workshop 3C) eSafety with SOL 
Zoe Cairns, International Social Media Consultant, ZC Social Media & Ria Cairns, Primary School Teacher 
Keynote Theatre 13.30-14.10 
 
Learn about the importance of eSafety and how this can be integrated into your current lesson plans and 
curriculum. You will be highlighted to the latest updates and issues around eSafety. From two different 
sides of the spectrum listen to an online consultant with the latest developments and a primary school 
teacher will share a recent case study in eSafety. 
 
 

14.40 – 15.25 – Afternoon Keynote 
 

TBC 
Jonathan Lewis, Deputy Director, Regional Schools Commissioner - East 
Keynote Theatre 
 

TBC 
 

 



15.25 – 15.30 – Closing Comments 
 

15.30 – End of Event 


